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2. (U) SPECIAL ANALYSIS
   A. SOUTH AMERICA: (U) NATIONAL LIBERATION ARMY SITUATION UPDATE.
   1. (U) SUMMARY: THE NATIONAL LIBERATION ARMY ELN, COLOMBIA'S SECOND LARGEST GUERRILLA/ TERRORIST GROUP, HAS RECENTLY INCREASED THE NUMBER AND COMPLEXITY OF TERRORIST ATTACKS IN AN EFFORT TO WIN CONCESSIONS FROM THE COLOMBIAN GOVERNMENT. THE MOST SPECTACULAR ATTACKS WERE THE HIJACKING OF AN AVIANCA FLIGHT BETWEEN BUCARAMANGA AND BOGOTA ON 12 APRIL, AND THE KIDNAPPING OF APPROXIMATELY 145 WORSHIPPERS FROM A CHURCH IN CALI ON 30 MAY. THE HOSTAGES FROM BOTH INCIDENTS WERE RAPIDLY MOVED TO CLANDESTINE HOSTAGE-HOLDING SITES, AND THE ELN IS DEMANDING POLITICAL CONCESSIONS AND RANSOM IN EXCHANGE
FOR THEIR RELEASE. THE ELN HAS SUFFERED SIGNIFICANT LOSSES FROM FIGHTING WITH SECURITY AND PARAMILITARY FORCES, BOTH OF WHOM APPEAR TO BE INCREASING PRESSURE ON THE GROUP. HOWEVER, THE ELN'S SUCCESSFUL EXECUTION OF TERRORIST ATTACKS REFLECTS A GROUP WITH RISING CONFIDENCE IN THEIR TERRORIST CAPABILITIES AND THE POTENTIAL TO BECOME A GREATER THREAT TO US INTERESTS IN THE FUTURE.


IN OCTOBER 1998, THE ELN LOST THEIR BID TO BE INCLUDED IN PEACE NEGOTIATIONS WHEN GABINO ATTEMPTED TO BLAME GOVERNMENT FORCES FOR A SECONDARY EXPLOSION THAT KILLED 60 CIVILIANS DURING A BOTCHED ELN ATTACK ON THE OCENSA PIPELINE IN MACHUCA, ANTIOQUIA DEPARTMENT. THE ELN PERCEIVED IT NECESSARY TO REGAIN GOVERNMENT ATTENTION BY AN ESCALATION IN TERRORIST ATTACKS. THE ELN IS DEMANDING A DEMILITARIZED ZONE IN SOUTHERN BOLIVAR, POLITICAL CONCESSIONS EQUAL TO THAT OF THE REVOLUTIONARY ARMED FORCES OF COLOMBIA FARC, AND CONTINUED COMMUNICATIONS WITH JAILED MEMBERS IN THE ITAQUI PRISON IN ANTIOQUIA, IN EXCHANGE FOR THE RELEASE OF HOSTAGES KIDNAPPED FROM THE AVIANCA FLIGHT AND CALI CHURCH.

THE ELN CURRENTLY HOLDS FIVE US HOSTAGES, MORE THAN AT ANY TIME IN THE PAST DECADE. ALTHOUGH IN CAPTIVITY, ELN KIDNAP VICTIMS RECEIVE
COMPARATIVELY DECENT TREATMENT AND ARE PROVIDED ADEQUATE SURVIVAL NEEDS. INDIVIDUALS KIDNAPPED DURING HIGH PROFILE OPERATIONS WERE FOR THE PURPOSE OF GAINING POLITICAL CONCESSIONS I.E. DEMILITARIZED ZONE AND PEACE NEGOTIATIONS. HOWEVER, THE ELN HAS ANNOUNCED PLANS TO EXTORT RANSOM FOR SOME OF THE VICTIMS, RESULTING IN THE COLOMBIAN GOVERNMENT'S DECISION TO REVOKE THE ELN'S POLITICAL STATUS.

3 (ELN) FRONTS RESPONSIBLE FOR 1999 KIDNAPPINGS: 

HEROES AND MARTYRS OF SANTA ROSA FRONT: THIS FRONT OF 30 ARMED TERRORISTS WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR HIJACKING AVIANCA FLIGHT 9463 AND THE SUBSEQUENT KIDNAPPING/TRANSFER OF ALL PASSENGERS AND CREW TO CLANDESTINE HOSTAGE HOLDING SITES. PRIOR TO 12 APRIL HIJACKING, THE FRONT HAD CARRIED OUT SEVERAL MULTIPLE KIDNAPPING INCIDENTS--INVOLVING MEDIA CREWS--IN BOLIVAR DEPARTMENT.

JOSE SOLANO SEPULVEDA FRONTS: CONSISTING OF AN ESTIMATED 180 ARMED TERRORISTS, THAT INCLUDES ONE ASSAULT COMPANY, THIS FRONT IS ONE OF THE ELN'S MOST CAPABLE. IN ADDITION TO KIDNAPPING AND EXTORTION, THEY MANUFACTURE AND EMPLOY ANTI-PERSONNEL MINES AROUND BASE CAMPS AND HOSTAGE HOLDING SITES. THIS FRONT WAS ONE OF THE TWO RESPONSIBLE FOR KIDNAPPING AND MOVING A US GEOLOGIST TO 11 DIFFERENT SITES FROM 24 FEBRUARY 1997 TO 18 SEPTEMBER 1998 IN SOUTHERN BOLIVAR'S MOUNTAIN RANGE. THE JOSE SOLANO SEPULVEDA FRONT TRANSPORTED HOSTAGES FROM THE HIJACKED AVIANCA FLIGHT TO ONE OR MORE CLANDESTINE HOLDING SITES WHERE THEY ARE GUARDED BY FRONT MEMBERS.

JOSE MARIA BECERRA FRONT: AN ESTIMATED 50 ARMED TERRORISTS ROUTINELY CONDUCT EXTORTION AND KIDNAPPING CAMPAIGNS IN CALI. MOST VISIBLE IN THE JAMUNDI AREA, WHICH IS THE PROBABLE HOLDING SITE FOR THE HOSTAGES KIDNAPPED FROM A CHURCH IN CALI ON 30 MAY.

KALEB GOMEZ PARDON FRONT: THE 30 ARMED TERRORISTS PRIMARILY ORGANIZE POPULAR MILITIAS AND COORDINATE TERRORIST ACTIONS TO INCREASE THE PROLETARIAN CAUSE AND RECRUITMENT AMONG UNIVERSITY STUDENTS IN BARRANQUILLA.

JOSE DAVID SUAREZ FRONT: CONSISTS OF AN ESTIMATED 40 ARMED TERRORISTS PRIMARILY OPERATING IN BOYACA AND CASANARE DEPARTMENTS. PRIOR TO THE 23 MARCH AND 13 MAY INDIVIDUAL KIDNAPPINGS MOST OF THE FRONT'S TERRORIST ACTIVITY CONSISTED OF ATTACKS AGAINST THE OIL INDUSTRY. THE FRONT IS HEAVILY INVOLVED IN THE DAY TO DAY OPERATIONS WITHIN THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN YOPAL.

4 (US) KIDNAPPING INCIDENTS: 

SOGAMOSA, BOYACA DEPARTMENT: THE JOSE DAVID SUAREZ FRONT KIDNAPPED A NATURALIZED US CITIZEN ON 23 MARCH 1999 FOR ECONOMIC REASONS. TWO ELN TERRORIST WEARING CIVILIAN ATTIRE KIDNAPPED THE INDIVIDUAL, AS HE WAS APPROACHING HIS PARENTS RANCH. AFTER SEVERAL
WEEKS OF NEGOTIATIONS, ON 10 JUNE 1999 THE FAMILY PAID A RANSOM OF $26,000 FOR HIS RELEASE; HOWEVER, THE ELN RENEGED AND DEMANDED AN ADDITIONAL $300,000. SUCH DECEITFULNESS IS NOT UNCOMMON; IN 1998 THE GROUP HELD A US CITIZEN FOR SOME 18 MONTHS DUE TO INTERNAL FRONT RIVALRIES AND DEMAND CONFLICTS.


Yopal, Casanare Department: On 13 May a US citizen, working as a helicopter mechanic sub-contractor for British Petroleum BP, was kidnapped while hailing a cab outside his hotel in the capital of Casanare Department. The following day, a co-worker, staying at the same hotel, was informed through an intermediary that his colleague had been kidnapped. The Jose David Suarez front was responsible for this kidnapping.

Pance, Valle del Cauca Department: On 30 May, six US citizens and approximately 140 other worshippers, were kidnapped from the La Maria Catholic Church in an upscale Cali neighborhood. Members of the ELN's Jose Maria Becerra Front--disguised as government security personnel--entered the church brandishing assault rifles, and forced the worshippers into two trucks that were escorted by two jeeps. Eighty-four women and children, including one US citizen, were later released at a remote area. As in the Avianca hijacking, ELN terrorist's demonstrated effective use of disguise, prepositioned transportation assets, and cover for status/cover for action. On 15 June an additional 33 hostages, including two US citizens, where released leaving one US hostage remaining.

Barranquilla, Atlantico Department: One US citizen and a Colombian councilman were among nine people kidnapped on 6 June while on a fishing trip along the Magdalena River, approximately 15 kilometers east of Barranquilla. An estimated 30 armed terrorists, wearing hoods, traveling in three canoes with outboard engines,
INTERCEPTED THE FISHING BOAT AND FORCED NINE OF THE 32 PASSENGERS OFF. THE DOMINGO BARRIOS FRONT--WHICH IS EITHER A NEWLY DEVELOPED FRONT OR AN URBAN MILITIA UNDER THE KALEB GOMEZ PARDON FRONT--CLAIMED RESPONSIBILITY THIS OPERATION. THE ELN HAS NOT DISCUSSED THESE NINE HOSTAGES DURING ANY OF THE RELEASE NEGOTIATIONS WITH GOVERNMENT REPRESENTATIVES; INDICATING THE KIDNAPPING WAS FOR RANSOM ONLY.

5 OUTLOOK: NEGOTIATIONS BETWEEN THE ELN AND THE PASTRANA ADMINISTRATION ARE UNLIKELY TO SATISFY ELN DEMANDS, AND THE GROUP IS EXPECTED TO INCREASE THE LEVEL OF TERRORIST ACTIVITY IN RESPONSE. IF THE ELN FAILS TO WIN CONCESSIONS BY ATTACKING COLOMBIAN INTERESTS, THE POTENTIAL FOR THEM TO TARGET FOREIGNERS, INCLUDING US INTERESTS, WILL INCREASE. AN UPSURGE IN ELN TERRORISM WILL ALSO INCREASE THE THREAT TO US PERSONNEL OF INADVERTENT INVOLVEMENT IN ELN-DIRECTED VIOLENCE.

3. (U) WORLDWIDE TERRORISM NOTES